1. Approval of the May 23, 2016 Proposed Meeting Agenda
2. Approval of the Minutes of the Meeting of March 28, 2016
3. Transfer of Recharge New York Power Allocations

OTHER BUSINESS
4. Next Meeting
A regular meeting of the Economic Development Power Allocation Board was held via videoconference at the following participating locations:

1) New York Power Authority, 123 Main Street, White Plains, NY
2) New York Power Authority, 535 Washington Street, Suite 202, Buffalo, NY
3) New York Power Authority, 21 Hawkins Point Road, Massena, NY

The following Members of the Board were present:

- **Sam Hoyt**, Chairman
- **Eugene L. Nicandri**, Member
- **George Maziarz**, Member

The following Members of the Board were not present:

- **Robert B. Catell**, Member

**Also in attendance were:**

- **Karen Delince**  Vice President & Corporate Secretary, NYPA
- **Keith Hayes**  Vice President Marketing, Business Marketing & Economic Dev. & Muni & Coop, NYPA
- **Maribel Cruz**  Manager – Business Power Allocations & Compliance, NYPA
- **Tabitha Robinson**  Manager Program Operations, Business/Muni/Coop
- **Carol Sampson**  Community Relations Representative II, NYPA
- **Lorna Johnson**  Senior Associate Corporate Secretary, NYPA
- **Sheila Baughman**  Senior Assistant Corporate Secretary, NYPA
Introduction

Chairman Hoyt welcomed the Economic Development Power Allocation Board ("EDPAB") members, Eugene Nicandri and Senator George Maziarz (retired), and Authority senior staff members to the meeting. He said that the meeting had been duly noticed as required by the Open Meetings Law and called the meeting to order pursuant to the EDPAB Bylaws, Article III, Section 2.

1. Approval of the Proposed Meeting Agenda

   Upon motion made by Member George Maziarz and seconded by Member Eugene Nicandri, the Agenda for the May 23, 2016 meeting was approved.

   The members indicated that they have no conflicts of interest based on the list of entities being considered for power allocations at the meeting.
2. Approval of the Minutes

Upon motion made by Member George Maziarz and seconded by Member Eugene Nicandri, the Minutes of the Meeting held on March 28, 2016 were approved.
3. **Recharge New York Power Program**

**SUMMARY**

The Economic Development Power Allocation Board (“EDPAB” or “Board”) is requested to approve:

1. transfer of a 375 kilowatt ("kW") Recharge New York ("RNY") Hydropower allocation from a facility of The Specialized Packaging Group, Inc. (“SPG”) located at 8800 Sixty Road, Baldwinsville, NY to SPG’s facility at 2900 McLane Drive, Baldwinsville, NY, in connection with the transfer of SPG’s operations from the Sixty Road facility to the McLane Drive facility, and an adjustment to the term of this allocation as described below;

2. transfer of a 1,430 kW blended RNY Power allocation from Yeshiva University (“Yeshiva”) to Albert Einstein College of Medicine, Inc. (“AECOM”), in connection with AECOM’s assumption of operational responsibility for a hospital facility at which the allocation may be used; and

3. transfer of a 308 kW RNY Hydropower allocation from Val Tech Holdings, Inc. (“Val Tech”) to ENNOVEA, LLC (“ENNOVEA”), in connection with the sale of the business.

**DISCUSSION**

1) **SPG Transfer and Allocation Term Adjustment**

SPG operates two facilities, one at 8800 Sixty Road in Baldwinsville, NY and another at 2900 McLane Drive in Baldwinsville.

SPG purchases a 375 kW RNY Hydropower allocation from the Authority for use at its 8800 Sixty Road facility, and a 300 kW RNY Hydropower allocation for use at its 2900 McLane Drive facility. SPG is consolidating operations at its 2900 McLane Drive facility in order to improve production and business efficiencies, and has requested the 375 kW RNY Hydropower allocation be transferred to the 2900 McLane Drive facility. SPG has indicated that it will agree to meet its job and capital investment commitments associated with the 375 kW RNY Hydropower allocation through employment and investment at the 2900 McLane Drive facility.

If the transfer is approved, SPG and the Authority would enter into a new contract for the 2900 McLane Drive facility. The new contract would incorporate both the 300 kW and the 375 kW RNY Hydropower allocations and the respective job and capital investment commitments applicable to these allocations, in addition to the standard terms and conditions for RNY Power contracts.

In addition to approval of the transfer itself, the parties also seek to extend the term of the 375 kW RNY Hydropower allocation. The term of that allocation is seven years from July 1, 2012 (the date electric at the service was commenced at the 8800 Sixty Road facility), whereas the term of the 300 kW RNY Hydropower allocation is seven years from January 1, 2013 (the date electric service was commenced at 2900 McLane Drive facility). Having allocations with different terms at the same facility can complicate compliance and administration matters. Therefore, the parties are also requesting a minor modification of term of the 375 kW RNY Hydropower allocation...
allocation to make it coterminous with the term of the 300 kW RNY Hydropower allocation so that both allocations run for a term of seven years beginning from January 1, 2013.

2) Yeshiva University

Yeshiva and the Authority are parties to a power sale agreement pursuant to which Yeshiva purchases 1,430 kW of RNY Power (the “1,430 kW RNY Allocation”) from the Authority for use at facilities previously known as Albert Einstein College of Medicine, located at 1300 Morris Park Avenue, Bronx, New York (the “College Facility”).

Yeshiva and AECOM have indicated that as provided for in two contracts entitled “Joint Collaboration Agreement” and “Transition and Master Services Agreement” executed on or about September 9, 2015, AECOM has assumed operational responsibility for the College Facility. Yeshiva and AECOM have requested that the 1,430 kW RNY Allocation be transferred to AECOM, and that the Authority consent to an assignment of the power sale agreement by Yeshiva to AECOM.

Yeshiva and AECOM have advised the Authority that operations at the College Facility would be adversely impacted by the loss of the 1,430 kW RNY Allocation. As consideration for a transfer of the 1,430 kW RNY Allocation, AECOM would agree to assume Yeshiva’s obligations under the power sale contract and honor Yeshiva’s supplemental obligations regarding job and capital investment commitments.

3) Val Tech Holdings, Inc.

Val Tech is a custom injection molder of thermoplastic materials with facilities located at 1667 Emerson Street, Rochester, NY (“Rochester Facility”). Val Tech is a party to a power sale agreement with the Authority pursuant to which it purchases 308 kW of RNY Hydropower to support its operations at the Rochester Facility.

In connection with an Asset Purchase Agreement between Val Tech, ENNOVEA, LLC (“ENNOVEA”) and other parties, Val Tech has agreed to sell the Rochester Facility to ENNOVEA which ENNOVEA will operate. ENNOVEA and Val Tech have advised NYPA that the operations at the Rochester Facility would be adversely impacted by the loss of the RNY Hydropower allocation, and therefore the parties have requested a transfer of the 308 kW RNY Hydropower allocation to ENNOVEA. ENNOVEA has represented that it is prepared to assume Val Tech’s obligations under Val Tech’s RNY Power contract.

RECOMMENDATION

Staff recommends that the Board approve each of the transfer requests discussed above, and further approve the requested adjustment to the term of SPG’s 375 kW RNY Hydropower allocation, subject to the following conditions: (1) approval of the transfers by the Authority Trustees; (2) there be no material reduction in the base employment levels and capital investment commitments associated with the transferred allocations; and (3) the transfers are addressed in contract documents containing such terms and conditions determined by the Authority to be appropriate to effectuate each transfer.

Chairman Hoyt invited Mr. Keith Hayes, Vice President of Marketing, to present the Transfer of Recharge New York power allocations to the Board.
Mr. Hayes provided highlights of staff’s recommendation to the Board. He said staff is requesting that EDPAB recommend that the Authority’s Trustees approve the transfer of power allocations for three existing Authority customers, namely, Specialized Packaging, Yeshiva University and ValTech Holdings. He said staff is also recommending that the Board approve an adjustment to the expiration date of Specialized Packaging’s transferred allocation to December 31, 2019.

Upon motion made by Member George Maziarz and seconded by Chairman Sam Hoyt, staff’s recommendation was unanimously approved by the Board.

The following resolution was unanimously adopted by members of the Board present.

RESOLVED, That the Economic Development Power Allocation Board (“Board”) approves (i) the transfer of the 375 kilowatt (“kW”) allocation of Recharge New York (“RNY”) Hydropower from The Specialized Packaging Group, Inc.’s facility at 8800 Sixty Road, Baldwinsville, New York to its facility at 2900 McLane Drive, Baldwinsville, New York, as described in the attached memorandum of the Senior Vice President – Economic Development & Energy Efficiency (the “Attached Memorandum”), and (ii) the modification and extension of the term of such 375 kW RNY Hydropower allocation to run for a term of seven years beginning from January 1, 2013, and be it further

RESOLVED, That the Board approves the transfer of the 1,430 kW RNY Power allocation from Yeshiva University to Albert Einstein College of Medicine, Inc., as described in the Attached Memorandum; and be it further

RESOLVED, That the Board approves the transfer of the 308 kW RNY Hydropower allocation from Val Tech Holdings, Inc. to ENNOVEA, LLC, as described in the Attached Memorandum; and be it further

RESOLVED, That foregoing approvals by the Board are each subject to the following conditions: (1) approval by the Trustees of the Power Authority of the State of New York (“Authority”); (2) there be no material reduction in the base employment levels and capital investment commitments associated with the RNY Power allocations; and (3) the transfers are addressed in contract documents containing such terms and conditions determined by the Authority to be appropriate to effectuate each transfer.
Other Business

*No other business to report.*
4. **Next Meeting**

    Chairman Hoyt said that the next meeting of the Board will be held on Monday, July 25, 2016 at 10:00 a.m.
Closing

Upon motion made by Member George Maziarz and seconded by Member Eugene Nicandri, the meeting was adjourned by Chairman Hoyt at approximately 10:30 a.m.